Roller Blinds - Child Safety
Cord Tidy
For the installer

Split cord tidy, put chain into the male
section, insert female section into this.
Keep cords and chain taught, fix to wall
or window frame at side of the blind.
Always attach a Safety Warning Tag

For the consumer

Always ensure that the chain
remains housed within the
cord tidy.

Easybreak® Connector
For the installer

Join operating chain by last ball of each end into
the larger holes on each side of the 2 connectors.
Two Easybreak® connectors should be fitted
within the chain loop 200mm apart. This way
one Easybreak® connector is always in the
vertical position to perform as required. When
blind is raised a connector should be at top of the
blind on the chain length nearest the window.
Always attach a Safety Warning Tag

Easi Lift™
Assembly & Fitting Instructions

For the consumer
Bell Toggle
The chain loop can be split and the
bell toggles attached to each end of
the chain.

If any reasonable weight is placed within the
loop, at least one of the Easybreak® connectors
will break apart*. To re-connect, check connectors
are not damaged, then insert the end of the ball
chain into larger hole in each connector. Push
home leaving the chain in the same position as
before. A connector should be at the top of the
blind, on the side of the chain nearest to the
window when blind is raised.

*Genuine Louvolite No.10 Chain and

Easybreak® connector must be used.

WARNING
Young children can strangle in the loop of pull cords, chains and tapes,
and cords that operate window coverings. They can also wrap cords
around their necks. To avoid strangulation and entanglement, keep cords
out of the reach of young children. Move beds, cots and furniture away
from window covering cords.
“Complete elimination of the strangulation risk can only be achieved by keeping cords, chains, and tapes and similar out of the
reach of children. Use of additional safety devices may reduce the risk of strangulation but cannot be considered foolproof...
Persons in charge of children are ultimately responsible for following the safety instructions provided by the manufacturer.”
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Easi Lift™
Fitting Instructions
Please note that the minimum width blind that can be made
Is 860mm

Assembling System 40

Easi Lift™
Fitting Instructions
Assembling System 45®
Attach the System 45 control end to either the left hand (R3726
blue) or right hand (R3725 black) spring by snap fixing together.

®

Attach the System 40 control end to either the left hand (R3726
blue) or right hand (R3725 black) spring by snap fixing together.
Insert the right hand spring into the right hand side of the roller tube
(or LHS into the left side of the tube) by locating the end section into
the two grooves of the tube
Before fitting the side control end into the tube, check the tension
chart for the pre-tension turns required to charge the spring - turns
to be made towards the operator. Make the recommended number of
turns and fit the control end into the tube.

Snap fit a System 45 spring adaptor (R3735) to the opposite end.
Insert the right hand spring into the right hand side of the roller tube
(or LHS into the left side of the tube) by locating the end section into
the three grooves of the tube
Before fitting the side control end into the tube, check the tension
chart for the pre-tension turns required to charge the spring - turns
to be made towards the operator. Make the recommended number of
turns and fit the control end into the tube.

Easi Lift™ Spring

Easi Lift™ Spring

45mm Easi Lift™ Spring Adapter

